PRESS RELEASE

AIAPI | ASSOCIAZIONE INTERNAZIONALE ARTI PLASTICHE ITALIA – Comitato Nazionale IAA/AIAP UNESCO Official Partner e Spazio-Tempo Arte presents

CONTEMPORARY VISIONS – VIDEOART IN LOOP
IL CONTEMPORANEO IN CONTEMPORANEA | THE VIDEOART BIANNUAL
curated by Roberto Ronca

19 ARTISTS | 53 LOCATIONS

1st > 15th June 2017
WORLDWIDE

Contemporary Visions ∞ Video Art in LOOP is the event that involves video art in a project shared simultaneously in different parts of the world.

THE CONTEMPORARY IN CONTEMPORARY: this is the will of AIAPI to transform an exhibition in an international event involving the world and makes it joined in the art.

Different locations in the world, unusual and unexpected places that become places of art that can be used by the public at any time.

The people approach contemporary art with a widespread distrust from the habit of thinking that it is a niche product, devoted only to experts and detached to most of people.

Art, in fact, belongs to everyone and belongs to everyone.

At the moment in which art it is produced by the artist it begins to belong to the people, who can fully enjoy the value even, and perhaps especially, not just where people expect to find it.

This is when art becomes of all simultaneously in many parts of the world, people of different cultures live similar experiences, feeling close.

The art overcomes barriers, unites and uplifts to a broader reflection of reality, offering visions (contemporary) to which the eyes are grateful.

Contemporary Visions ∞ Video Art in LOOP involves artists from around the world in an event around the world.

Contemporary Visions ∞ Video Art in LOOP is structured simultaneously in different parts of the world on location also sometimes unexpected.

In each of these cities, simultaneously, in locations indicated by a shared map, the videoart in loop will be projected showing selected works of video art, so that people can access it at any time, even meeting them randomly.

The same works, the same artists, the same emotions at the same time in many places of the world.

For two weeks, from 1th to 15th June 2017, anyone can enjoy the free viewing of the works of contemporary artists.
IL CONTEMPORANEO IN CONTEMPORANEA
The same works, the same artists, the same emotions at the same time in many places of the world

THE ARTISTS
Nadia Perrotta | Fenia Kotsopoulou | Daz Disley | Donato Arcella | Steven Briand | Chiara Mazzocchi | Debora Barnaba
Anton Kirkov | Eduardo Herrera | Daz Disley e Fenia Kotsopoulou | Rogelio Meléndez | Muriel Montini | Ina Otzko
Theodora Prassa | Giada Tagliamonte | Albano Ruela | Evgenvia Men | Gerasimos Mavris | Isabel Pérez del Pulgar | Michael Gaddini

THE LOCATION

**BULGARIA**
- **SOFIA**
  - ANASON GOURMET | LOCATION MANAGER | MARIA PAPAZOVA AND MIRIANA SAVOVA
  - ART KUTIA STUDIO | LOCATION MANAGER | MARIA PAPAZOVA
  - ELLISSIMO LTD | LOCATION MANAGER | MIRIANA SAVOVA
  - PENTIMENTO ART GALLERY | LOCATION MANAGER | MIRIANA SAVOVA

**CZECH REPUBLIC**
- **POLNÁ**
  - KAVÁRNA KRAFÁRNA COFFEE BAR | LOCATION MANAGER | PETR VLACH

**GREECE**
- **ATHEN**
  - POINT OF CONTACT ATELIER | LOCATION MANAGER | ELINA TSINGIROLOGI
  - BLACK DUCK | LOCATION MANAGER | ELINA TSINGIROLOGI
  - CHILI ART GALLERY | LOCATION MANAGER | ELINA TSINGIROLOGI
  - LA SOIRE DE VOTANIQUE | LOCATION MANAGER | ELINA TSINGIROLOGI
  - SHAMONE CLUB | LOCATION MANAGER | ELINA TSINGIROLOGI
  - STOLIDI RESTAURANT | LOCATION MANAGER | ELINA TSINGIROLOGI
  - ALBATROS HOTEL | LOCATION MANAGER | ELINA TSINGIROLOGI
  - KRINAS HOTEL | LOCATION MANAGER | ELINA TSINGIROLOGI

**ITALY**
- **CASERTA**
  - BIBLIOTECA PALAZZO LANZA | LOCATION MANAGER | ANNA POZZUOLI
  - REGGIA DI CASERTA | LOCATION MANAGER | VINCENZO MAZZARELLA
  - SECONDA UNIVERSITà DEGLI STUDI DI NAPOLI | LOCATION MANAGER | ANNA POZZUOLI
  - DON QUIXOTE | LOCATION MANAGER | RICHARD SILVA BEDMAR
  - MOMENTI D’ARTE A.P.S. | LOCATION MANAGER | ANTONELLA GENTILE
  - STUDIO LI | LOCATION MANAGER | VICE PATRINI
  - CASINA POMPEIANA | LOCATION MANAGER | BRUNO MARFÉ
  - Enoteca Corona’s | LOCATION MANAGER | BRUNO MARFÉ
  - MOOKS MONDADORI – LIBRERIA | LOCATION MANAGER | ELENA TABARRO
  - CITÀ DELLA SCIENZA | LOCATION MANAGER | MARIA ROSARIA MARCHI
  - FONDAZIONE FABBRONI | LOCATION MANAGER | FABRIZIO FABBRONI

- **MILANO**
  - ACI CINÉCITÀ | LOCATION MANAGER | MASSIMO CAPPELLANI
  - STUDIO ARTE 328 | LOCATION MANAGER | DIANA MEIHING LO
  - SPAZIO E – LA CASA DEGLI ARTISTI | LOCATION MANAGER | GABRIELLA MALDIFASSI E DANIELA TABARIN
  - AL MANGIARE SANO | LOCATION MANAGER | GABRIELLA MALDIFASSI AND DANIELA TABARIN
  - BIBLIOTECA CIVICA “F. PEZZA” PRESSO IL CIVIC017 | LOCATION MANAGER | GABRIELLA MALDIFASSI AND DANIELA TABARIN
  - NUOVO BIXTRO | LOCATION MANAGER | GABRIELLA MALDIFASSI AND DANIELA TABARIN
  - TEATRO VERDI | LOCATION MANAGER | FABRIZIO FABBRONI
  - FONDAZIONE FABBRONI | LOCATION MANAGER | FABRIZIO FABBRONI

- **ROMA**
  - SCHERMO CITTADINO COMUNE DI BERNALDA | LOCATION MANAGER | FRANCESCO FAI
  - ACS OCCITÌNIA | LOCATION MANAGER | GIAMPIERO ABATE
  - ASSOCIAZIONE ARTS IN ROMA | LOCATION MANAGER | MASSIMO CAPPELLANI
  - EDIL PIEMME | LOCATION MANAGER | SPAZIO 40 GALLERIA D’ARTE
  - VIA ARDEATINA | LOCATION MANAGER | SPAZIO 40 GALLERIA D’ARTE
  - SPAZIO 40 | LOCATION MANAGER | SPAZIO 40 GALLERIA D’ARTE
  - GALLERIA ARTEDEGAS | LOCATION MANAGER | CRISTINA CASAVECCHIA
  - ARTHEKA32 | LOCATION MANAGER | RICCARDIO DI GIOIA
TRAPANI | MARSALA
TRAPANI | MARSALA
TRENTO | ROVERETO
TREVISO
TREVISO | MONT DI LIVENZA
VERONA
VERONA
VERONA
VERONA
VERONA
VERONA
VITERBO
SPAIN
MURCIA
UK
BRISTOL
LINCOLN SHIRE GAINSBOROUGH
CAFFE LETTERARIO MERKABA
ORO BIANCO BAZAR
FONDAZIONE OPERA CAMPANA DEI CADUTI
ASSOCIAZIONE CULTURALE 42 (DON’T PANIC)
ATELIER DELL’ARTISTA
NATURASI BISTROT
30NEWS
GALLERIA INCORNICARTE
PECORANERA
FLORIDE
IPSE - ISTITUTO PSICOLOGICO EUROPEO
EL CORTE INGLÉS – SALA DE AMBITO CULTURAL
THE BIG SCREEN BRISTOL
X-CHURCH
LOCATION MANAGER | GINA BONASERA
LOCATION MANAGER | GINA BONASERA
LOCATION MANAGER | MORENA BERTI
LOCATION MANAGER | CARLA GALLATO E VIRGINIA MILICI
LOCATION MANAGER | IVAN TONINATO
LOCATION MANAGER | ANNA BALLINI
LOCATION MANAGER | ANNA BALLINI
LOCATION MANAGER | ANNA BALLINI
LOCATION MANAGER | ANNA BALLINI
LOCATION MANAGER | ANNA BALLINI
LOCATION MANAGER | ANNA BALLINI
LOCATION MANAGER | ANNA BALLINI
LOCATION MANAGER | ANNA BALLINI
LOCATION MANAGER | ANNA BALLINI
LOCATION MANAGER | MICHÈLE PALAZZETTI
LOCATION MANAGER | DAVID CASTRO SÁNCHEZ
LOCATION MANAGER | MARCUS HAMMOND
LOCATION MANAGER | JIMMY GALVIN

WATCH THE MAP
http://aiapi.it/contemporary-visions
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